
 
 
 

President : K.Chandrasekharan     Secretary : V.Damodaram     Fin.Secretary .K.Sureshbabu 
               AGM o/o GMTD                              JAO                                             JAO  
 
To 
Sri A.N.Roy 
CMD, BSNL 
New Delhi 
 
Respected Sir, 
 
  AIBSNLEA Tirupati District Branch Welcomes you to the abode of Lord 
Venkateswara. We pray Lord Balaji to shower his blessings on you and your family members for a 
happy and prosperous life. We the members of AIBSNLEA committed to the growth of BSNL and to 
give satisfied Service to the Customers of BSNL.  
 
  On this occasion we would like to bring to your kind notice of the long pending issues 
which require your kind attention and resolve the same at the earliest. 
 

1. JAO to AO CPC :- We are thankful to the BSNL board for giving clearance to promote 1134 
JAO’s to AO.  But It is learnt that the orders could not be issued due to some queries raised 
by CLO. Instructions may please be given to the concerned to clear the file eat the earliest t 
as these people are waiting for their promotion for the last 5 years.  

2. Promotion to the cadre of AGM/DE - Filling of balance 400+ posts :-  We would also like 
to thank you for filling up of AGM/DE posts. It is further to bring to your kind notice the DPC 
for promotion from SDE to AGM/DE was originally planned for filling of 2700+posts. But 
promotions were given around 2300 posts only on 30-08-2014. It is requested to instruct the 
concerned to initiate the action to fill up of balance 400+ posts with the candidates who were 
already concerned in the said CPC.  

3. AO to CAO CPC :- CMD is kind enough to approve 238 posts which are available in 
seniority quota. But no action is initiated till date. All the eligible candidates are waiting since 
4 years for getting their promotion. Due to the delay in holding the DPC these candidates lost 
their increment benefit through this promotion since they are eligible for e5 from 1-10-2014. 
In this regard it is requested to instruct the concern to conduct cpc immediately and the see 
that the increment benefit is given.  

4. CAO adhoc to CAO regular and DGM adhoc to DGM Regular : Both CPC’s were called 
long back and the work was completed 100% in respect of DGM (Fin) Adhoc to 
DGM(Regular) and and almost all the formalities were completed in respect of CAO(adhoc) 
to CAO(Regular). But these CPCs could not see the light before 30-09-2014 which may 
cause further delay due to calling of APARs afresh. In this connection it is humbly requested 
to instruct the concerned to complete both the CPCs before 31-10-2014 without calling fresh 
APARs by allowing one month relaxation for conduction of CPCs.  

5. E2, E3 standard payscales to JAO/JTO and AO/SDE : It is a long pending issue.  The 
same may please be resolved at the earliest. 
 

Thanking you Sir 
 

Yours faithfully 
           -sd- 

K.Chandrasekharan 
District President 
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